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INTRODUCTION
j

First Thoughts
Historians tell us that the oldest Rome was the Roma Quadrata, a fenced settlement on the Palatine. . . . [W]e will ask
ourselves how much a visitor . . . may still find left of these
early stages in the Rome of today. . . . Of the buildings which
once occupied this ancient area he will find nothing, or only
scanty remains. . . . Their place is now taken by ruins, but not
by ruins of themselves but of later restorations made after
fires or destruction. . . . Now let us, by a flight of the imagination, suppose that Rome is not a human habitation but a
psychical entity with a similarly long and copious past—an
entity, that is to say, in which nothing that has once come into
existence will have passed away and all the earlier phases of
development continue to exist alongside the latest one. This
would mean that in Rome the palaces of the Caesars and
the Septizonium of Septimius Severus would still be rising to
their old height on the Palatine, and the castle of S. Angelo
would still be carrying on its battlements the beautiful statues which graced it until the siege by the Goths, and so on.
But more than this. In the place occupied by the Palazzo Caffarelli would once more stand—without the Palazzo having
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to be removed—the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus; and this
not only in its latest shape, as the Romans of the Empire saw
it, but also in its earliest one, when it still showed Etruscan
forms and was ornamented with terracotta antefixes. Where
the Coliseum now stands we could at the same time admire
Nero’s vanished Golden House. On the Piazza of the Pantheon
we should find not only the Pantheon of today, as it was bequeathed to us by Hadrian, but, on the same site, the original
edifice erected by Agrippa; indeed, the same piece of ground
would be supporting the church of Santa Maria Sopra Minerva and the ancient temple over which it was built. And the
observer would perhaps only have to change the direction of
his glance or position in order to call up the one view or the
other. . . . The question may be raised why we chose precisely
the past of a city to compare with the past of the mind. The
assumption that everything past is preserved holds good even
in mental life only on condition that the organ of the mind has
remained intact and that its tissues have not been damaged by
trauma or inflammation. But destructive influences which can
be compared to causes of illness like these are never lacking
in the history of a city. . . . Demolitions and replacements of
buildings occur in the course of the most peaceful development of a city. . . . [I]t is rather the rule than the exception for
the past to be preserved in mental life.1
1
Sigmund Freud, Civilisation and Its Discontents, translated by James Strachey (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1961), pp. 16–19.
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I have decided to begin the discussion with this passage from
Sigmund Freud because it captures the deepest essence of
Rome, a city that can be likened to a mind, from which scraps
of memory emerge that our feelings link to other memories
and epochs. Its history is so intricate that it looks, at least at
first glance, like an unfathomable jumble. Particularly striking is Freud’s comparison of Rome with the timelessness of
the unconscious. Simultaneously present in both are vast ruins and more modest constructions from the most diverse
eras, and together they form a multilayered reality. In the city
too, the preservation of the past—demolitions aside—is the
rule, where different phases are phantasmagorically present,
while those “change[s] . . . of glance” that Freud says would
allow us to see all at once, in a timeless view, all the different
stages of a building are today made possible by archaeological computer software.
Thus we live on top of meters and meters of accumulated
memories lying invisible beneath concrete and asphalt, and
they have influenced, literally from below, what still stands
above them today: our urban life, in harmony or in contrast
with what came before.
Recent studies have shown that conceiving the future is
impossible without a memory of the past, because the same
circuits of the mind that enable us to sail through our remembrances will color the backdrops of tomorrow. The past, on
the other hand, is not only the residue that naturally remains;
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it is also continually projected and re-projected by each present moment, much the same way we envision the days ahead
of us. The urban stratifications filed away under our feet are
thus only potentially a storehouse of data; they acquire meaning and value only in the reconstruction and narrative given
them by the questions of our time.

j
I am an archaeologist, that is, a historian whose primary
sources are things made by man. I am a peculiar sort of narrator, one who takes his cues from objects but who, in the
process of reconstructing the past, later avails himself of every
kind of source, including literary ones. The reconstruction
of history, in fact, can only be a multivocal composition, with
every voice bearing equal significance. The archaeologist,
however, starts with structures and things. I certainly am not a
bearer of absolute truths, which in any case are unattainable.
Rather, I pose questions and propose solutions—that is, more
or less plausible hypotheses whose results are provisional, the
outcome of an attempt at synthesis that I am able to make
today. As de Finetti writes, “everything is built on quicksand,
though naturally one seeks to make the pillars rest on the
relatively less dangerous points.”2
2
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In translating things into a narrative—especially as concerns the archaic and early-archaic periods—we must imagine ourselves not only as historians of a special kind, but
also as reges-augures, flamines, and pontifices, that is, as
kings and priests, men of religion as well as reason, because
the first Romans firmly believed in their gods and the rituals
they used to worship them. Law, politics, and the state—
which were beginning to emerge at that time—were still
enveloped in a sacred aura. Religion, morality, and politics
had not yet become separate areas of life but were interconnected realities in the mind. The wise secular historian does
not secularize a past steeped in sacredness but rather uses
keen rational thought to understand phenomena originally
imbued with theology, myth, and ritual, a sphere of pervasive
and unifying emotions.

j
It is not possible to understand the beginnings of a human
settlement without retracing the urban history in reverse. A
bit like what happens in the game of pick-up sticks: first one
takes away the last sticks to fall, which cover others without
being covered by them, and one proceeds in this fashion until
all that is left is the last stick, which was the first to fall onto
the table. The question I happen to ask most often of my
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collaborators during excavations is the following: “Which
is the uncovered stratum to be excavated?” During twenty
years of investigation of the land between the Palatine and
the Forum, we have gone back over broad swaths of space
and time, transforming the vast accumulation of surviving
materials—the “stratification”—into a sequence of actions,
activities, and events ordered over time and fathomed by human intelligence—“stratigraphy.” Without stratigraphic culture and technology, one can dig up the ground in search of
lost treasures, but one cannot unearth the memory of a city
and reconstruct it analytically and as a whole. The digger is
like a hunter who catches an animal by burning down the
forest in which it dwells. The excavator, on the other hand, is
more like a naturalist, who is interested in the forest overall
and can observe a common plant, an insect, a mammal, or a
gigantic tree with the same eye.
In this same spirit I would like to take the reader by the
hand and have him or her descend with me some thirteen meters under the city of Rome—to where, atop the rubble and
rubbish, the living settlements once grew, one on top of the
other—and go back more than twenty-seven centuries into
the past, in search of the first acts and the first day of Rome’s
existence: April 21, around 750 bc (fig. 1). What was born
on that day? What events of importance for us and for world
history followed over the millennia?
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Fig. 1. Rome, thirteen meters of stratification between the eighth century bc and the
seventeenth century ad.

In Roman calendrical inscriptions one reads the words:
Roma condita, that is, “Rome founded” (fig. 2). The exact
year matters little—whether it is 753 bc or, as Roman historians maintained, a year between 758 and 725. What matters most is that Rome was born and created as a city and
state between 775 and 675 bc, during the century to which
tradition assigns the reigns of the three founding kings:
the Latin Romulus and the Sabines Titus Tatius and Numa
Pompilius.
The fundamental historical problem lies in determining
whether the exploits of these three founding kings were in-
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MARTIVS

APRILIS

MAIVS

IVNIUS

QVINCTILIS

I

II

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?).

III

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?).

IV

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?);
Marti extra portam
Capenam (?).

V

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?).

NON.

NON.

NON. Vesta
aperitur; Dio Fidio
in Colle (?).

NON. Nonae;
Caprotinae (?);
Romulus non
apparuit (?).

LEMVRIA
Lemuribus.

VESTALIA
Vestae.

1 KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?);Iunoni
Lucinae (?); Marti,
ancilia moventur.
2
3
4
5
6
7 NON. Vediovi
inter duos
lucos (?).

POPLIFVGIA Iovi.

8
9 Ancilia moventur.
10
11

LEMVRIA
MATRALIA
Lemuribus, Maniae Matri Matutae.

12
13
14 EQVIRRIA Marti;
Mamuralia (?).
15 EID. Feriae Iovi;
Annae Perennae.

LEMVRIA
Lemuribus.
EID. Feriae Iovi; EID. Feriae Iovi;
FORDICIDIA itur ad Argeos.
Telluri Marti.

16 Itur ad Argeos.
17 LIBERALIA Libero,
Liberae;
AGONALIA Martia;
itur ad Argeos.
18
CERIALIA
19 QVINQVATRUS
Marti; ancilia
Cereri.
moventur, saltatio
saliorum in Comitio
20
PARILIA Pali;
21
Roma condita.
22
VINALIA
23 TUBILVSTRIUM
Marti, ancilia
(priora) Iovi.
moventur.
24 Q.R.C.F.
(Quando Rex
comitavit, fas).
ROBIGALIA
25
Robigo.
26
27
28
29
30
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EID. Feriae Iovi;
EID. Feriae Iovi.
Vesta clauditur;
Q.ST.D.F. (Quando
stercus delatum, fas).

Ambarvalia
Deae Diae (?).

LVCARIA.

AGONALIA
Vediovi (?).

LVCARIA.

TUBILVSTRIUM
Volcano.

NEPTUNALIA
Neptuno.

Q.R.C.F.
(Quando Rex
comitavit, fas).

FVRRINALIA
Furrinae.
Laribus (?);
Iovi Statori (?).

***

***

***
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SEXTILIS II =
SEPTEMBER II =
SEPTEMBER
NOVEMBER
SEXTILIS I =
SEPTEMBER I= OCTOBER =
SEXTILIS
OCTOBER
DECEMBER
VI
VII
VIII

1 KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?).

2
3
4
5
6
7 NON. Saluti in
Colle (?).

12
13
14
15 EID. Feriae Iovi.

16
17 PORTVNALIA
Portuno.
18
19 VINALIA
(rustica vel altera
Iovi).

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?).

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?).

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?).

NON.

NON.

NON.

NON. Fornacalia.

AGONALIA (Iano).
MEDITRINALIA
Iovi.

AGONALIA INDI
CARMENTALIA
(GETI); Septimontium Carmentae.
Palatuae (?).
Parentalia.

FONTINALIA
Fonti.
EID. Feriae Iovi;
EID. Feriae Iovi;
Iovi Feretrio (?);
CONSUALIA
(September=) Oct- Conso.
ober equus Marti (?).

EID. Feriae Iovi;
CARMENTALIA
Carmenta.

SATVRNALIA
Saturno.

EID. Feriae Iovi.
LVPERCALIA
Fauno Luperco.
QVIRINALIA
Quirino.

ARMILVSTRIVM OPALIA
Marti, ancilia
Opi ad Forum.
moventur.

20
21 CONSUALIA
Conso.
22
23 VOLCANALIA
Volcano, Horae Quirini,
Maiae supra Comitium
24
25 OPICONSIVA Opi
Consiviae in regia.
26
27 VOLTVRNALIA
Volturo.
28
29
***
30

DECEMBER =
FEBRUARIUS
X

KAL. Iunoni
Covellae (?);
Tigillo Sororio (?);
Fidei (?).

8
9
10
11

NOVEMBER =
IANUARIUS
IX

DIVALIA
Angeronae.

FERALIA dis inferis,
Tacitae Mutae.

LARENTALIA
Accae Larentinae,
Iovi.

TERMINALIA
Termino.
REGIFVGIVM
Iovi?.

EQVIRRIA
Marti.
***

***

***

***

Fig. 2. The Romulian ten-month calendar (reconstruction) and the day of the Parilia.
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vented at a later date and projected back to the eighth century
bc to ennoble the humble obscurity of the origins, as contemporary historians maintain, or whether we are dealing with
realities that are part myth, part history—that is, “mythohistorical,” in which the true is blended not so much with the
false as with the fictive. Romulus being the son of Mars, for
example, is clearly myth, whereas his deeds, as we shall see,
are not merely legend.
To test whether these deeds were at their origin likely to
have happened, we need testimonials outside the ancient
literary tradition represented by Cicero, Livy, Dionysius of
Halicarnassus, and Plutarch, on the one hand, and Varro and
Verrius Flaccus, on the other. We need something that might
allow us to evaluate the legend of Rome and reconstruct what
objectively happened in the early days of the city.
Contemporary historians maintain, as a rule, that the city
was not “founded” by anyone but “formed” gradually and
anonymously. In their opinion, there was a city-state at Rome
no earlier than the second half of the seventh century bc, at
the time, that is, of Ancus Marcius and Tarquinius Priscus. In
this way, the legend is reduced to a fable projected onto an
entirely falsified eighth century bc.
Archaeologists, on the other hand—and, in particular,
we who have been excavating in the heart of the city over
the past twenty years, between the Palatine and the Forum
(fig. 3)—maintain that the topography and stratigraphy now
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Fig. 3. One hectare of the Palatine excavated under the direction of Andrea Carandini.

provide very important data that coincide with the main
events recounted in the saga of Remus, Romulus, and Titus
Tatius. They both indicate achievements of a centralized nature, and public complexes for all the people that could only
have been commissioned by and executed through the agency
of a central authority: the first rex-augur, called Romulus.3
3

Cf. A. Carandini, ed., La leggenda di Roma, vol. 1 (Milan: Mondadori, 2006).
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An Epochal Event
In the long journey of humanity, the founding of Rome represents an epochal event that separates us from prehistory and
inaugurates history. Let us follow, in broad stages, humanity’s
path through time.
Before 775/750 bc, which is the space of time considered
by excavators to be the most likely period in which the city
was founded, there were no cities or states in the Mediterranean of a more or less constitutional character. Indeed, the
Minoan and Mycenaean centers in the Aegean were settlements that might well have served as capitals of states, but
they had grown up around despotic foci of power. From
775/750 bc to the fifth–sixth centuries ad, in the western
Mediterranean, and much later in the eastern Mediterranean,
a world based on the “ancient” city-states was created—and
then swallowed up by the Roman Empire. After the period
of decadence of the Western cities between the fifth–sixth
and tenth–eleventh centuries ad, during which protohistory
seems to revive, the cities blossomed anew, never to fall again
into decadence. A number of these cities achieved a degree of
regional prominence, while others became centers and metropolises of large states. To this day, in Italy, the sense of
the “nation”—still very young—is not deeply felt, and the
same is true for the “region,” while the identification with
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cities remains very strong—in stark contrast with other European countries, such as England and France, where great
capitals and large kingdoms formed and then evolved into
European nations. From this, one can deduce that without
their substratum as Roman cities, the city-states and kingdoms of Europe would not have existed or would have been
quite different.
Rome is just as old as Athens, which well qualifies it as
the most ancient city-state and, moreover, as the most influential, having created a vast empire stretching from Portugal
to Mesopotamia, from Germany to the Fezzan. In this city
and its ecumenical power lie one of the principal roots of our
identity, one that continues to inform our way of living, feeling, and thinking.
Let us continue the discussion by focusing our attention
now on space. Because of the invention of the city-state
around 775/750 bc, the Mediterranean and, later, Europe
began to differentiate themselves increasingly from Asia and
the East , the first sources of civilization. They created, in this
way, their own unprecedented Western civilization, now in
decline, whose bond to ancient Rome still remains. In the period immediately following World War II, there was a general
desire to break free of this bond, owing to the ideological
excesses of the Fascist and Nazi regimes. Today, however, we
are in a position to rediscover this bond, free of any brutal
abuse of politics.
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In the East, the city and the state were centered around a
fortified, “forbidden” palace, the court of an absolute ruler,
and the despot made his decisions in this sumptuous dwelling
(figs. 62 and 64). These circumstances did not favor the emergence of the sort of social body that can counterbalance royal
sovereignty and that gives rise to the first embryonic forms of
liberty: an aristocracy capable of constituting an opposition
to royal power. In the West, by contrast, the “ancient” citystates were centered around not only the urban habitat but the
elevated acropolis or citadel, on the one hand, and the agora
or forum in the lower city, on the other, both of which constituted sacred and political centers of a res publica, or “public
thing.” And while the city-state, particularly at its origins, was
upheld by a monarch, it nevertheless appears to have been
of a “constitutional” nature (as Mommsen observed in the
case of Rome). The house of the king, in fact, appears to have
been rather modest, no more luxurious than was the norm for
aristocratic dwellings (fig. 62). This would indicate a vested
power limited by other governing bodies, such as a council of
elders or plebian assembly. In short, the res publica or state
was subjected, in the organization of the city, to a juridical and
political ordering of a constitutional nature, one that was only
periodically upset by tyrannies and dominations.
In French absolutism, the gap between the immensity of the
Versailles of the court and the nobility’s hôtels in the towns
appears to be of the Eastern sort, but royal absolutism in Eu-
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rope lasted only from the mid-seventeenth century until the
Congress of Vienna. The prevalence of more or less constitutional organizations for much longer durations defines what
we might call the Western syndrome, which arises from the
invention of law and politics. The potent humus from which
it grows—a stratum missing in other parts of the world—becomes the requirement of its ultimate result: democracy.4

The Site of Rome before Rome
The legend of Rome’s founding, as recounted by historians
and recorded in detail by scholars, is itself a great jumble—
an amalgamation of mythical subjects and supposedly real
events—that must be excavated stratigraphically if we are to
go back from the later reconstructions to the earliest core of
the narrative. The legend can most probably be dated around
the time of the founding or shortly thereafter, between the
mid-eighth and mid-seventh centuries bc.5 As in all the myths
of our world, it tells of something emerging from nothing. In
so doing, it expresses at once a truth and a fiction. Indeed,
the founding of Rome is without question the beginning of
an epoch, but one that followed other important beginnings,
and thus we can say that city does not arise out of nothing.
4
5

Cf. A. Carandini, Sindrome occidentale (Genoa: Il Melangolo, 2007).
Carandini, ed., Leggenda di Roma.
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on Mount Cavo
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25: Vitellenses

25

Fig. 4. Hypothetical locations of the populi Albenses (not including the Bubetani,
Macrales, Octulani, Olliculani, Vimitellani).

Here the myth does not so much sublimate as obscure a prior
reality, which we are, however, in a position to reconstruct.
Indeed, the site of Rome, particularly Mount Saturnius, later
called the Capitolium, had been consistently inhabited from
the first half of the second millennium bc and later grew and
spread out in various phases before becoming a city.
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At the end of the second millennium began the world that
is of most immediate interest to us: that of the first Latins
and their oddly named communities, listed by Pliny the Elder,
which represented as many populi settled in villages (fig. 4).
The metropolis of these federated Latins at the time was Alba
Longa, situated along the edge of the volcanic lake at the foot
of Mons Albanus, today called Monte Cavo (fig. 5). At the
top of the mountain, the people worshipped Jupiter Latiaris
(Iuppiter Latialis), the highest deity of Latium, the territory
of the ancient Latins, which was separated from the Etruscans by the Tiber River and from the Sabines by a boundary
Mount
Albano
Lake Albano

me

Ro
Lavinium

0

100

500 m.

Fig. 5. Latium, Alba Longa.
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beyond the Aniene River (see fig. 59). This account, which
can be found in literary sources and has its archaeological
counterpart in a “pre-urban” settlement made up of scattered
villages, has been generally accepted by contemporary historians. A few of these thirty communities can be ascribed
to the site that will become Rome (fig. 6), centered around a
ford in the Tiber a short distance downstream from the Isola
Tiberina, at the foot of the Aventine, where Ancus Marcius
would build the Pons Sublicius. Through this point passed
the “salt route”—the Via Salaria and the Via Campana—salt
being, of course, an essential element of food and its preservation (fig. 7). This is the first reality that the saga of the city’s
founding obscures.
The above settlements were followed by a new kind—one
not taken into account by contemporary historians—which
consisted of a large village or center that the pre-urban villages
of the location had absorbed and transcended. The archaeologists who discovered this have defined it as “proto-urban.”
It stood at the center of its territory, from which it seems to
have been kept quite distinct, and was considerable in size for
the time. In the first half of the ninth century bc, this center
was divided into two blocs: that of the montes (mounts),
called the Septimontium, and that of the colles (hills), whose
name is not known to us. But already by the second half of
the same century, these two blocs had merged into a single
entity through the initiative or imposition of the more pow-
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Fig. 7. Between the Capitolium and the Aventine: Via Salaria, Salinae,
and Via Campana
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erful of the two: the Septimontium. Indeed, quite likely the
montes incorporated the colles. The result was the enlarged
Septimontium cited by Varro (fig. 8). This is the second reality
obscured by the saga of the city’s founding.
The unitary proto-urban settlement of the site of Rome—
about 205 hectares (montes, 139 hectares; colles, 65 hectares)—is scarcely larger than that of Veii (about 190 hectares). It drove the necropoles—which had previously been
located in the valleys between prominences—out to the
peripheries, and its neighborhoods (curiae) seem quite distinct from the districts and partitions of the ager6 (fig. 59)
of which it constituted the center. The more vulnerable part
of this center could be protected by moats, the Fossae Quiritium. At its origin, Rome was not much greater in size (241
hectares). For this reason, the founding of the city is not so
striking from a quantitative as from a qualitative perspective—that is, for the invention of a new form of organization
and government. The relationship between the agri of Rome
and Veii is inverted with respect to that of the two urban
centers: Veii’s territory was five times greater than that of
Rome (fig. 9).
The scholars of ancient Rome, who didn’t have any mythohistorical overview but were simply very curious about rare
details, as scholars always are, have revealed to us the name
6

Translator’s note: The land surrounding a city, used chiefly for farming.
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of the realities that immediately preceded the establishment
of Rome: Septimontium. As is clear from the name, this is a
unitary aggregate of mounts (montes) and, later, of mounts
incorporating hills, sometime before roughly 775 bc. These
mounts and hills were in turn divided into family-related associations of men within districts or neighborhoods in the
settlements; these were called curiae (from *co-viriae) and
protected by the local god Quirinus (from *Co-virinus).
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These men were called Quirites (from *Co-virites), the Latin
inhabitants of the site, and were much more ancient than
the Romans, the latest arrivals. The neighborhoods of the
Quirites therefore existed before the city of the Romans.7 Yet
contemporary historians, disagreeing with Varro, continue to
date the Septimontium during the first royal era, thus after
775 bc, and to consider the curiae as an invention of the city
and not of the proto-city. The Septimontium, however, first
being limited to the montes and then including the colles, reflects the reality of the proto-urban center—which historians
ignore—not the urban center, as evidenced by the fact that it
is a noncentralized aggregate of neighborhoods.
The settlement and territory of the Septimontium had
probably already been inhabited for a century before the
establishment of a city by common families and hegemonic
groups (gentes), along with the subordinate group (clientes)
that worked their lands. Over the course of the ninth century
bc, the inhabitants had moved from a primitive social parity
toward an initial, embryonic division of society into the governors and the governed. It was the patres and elders of the
gentes who led the great proto-urban center on the Tiber. At
the time there was no central power vested in a king; nor were
there any central, public places, but only partitions of which
the Palatium—the northern section of the Palatine—was a
7
A. Carandini, Remo e Romolo: Dai rioni dei Quiriti alla città dei Romani (Turin: Einaudi,
2006).
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mons primus inter pares. This is not the understanding of contemporary historians, who have the gentes arising with the establishment of the city, in contradiction with the archaeological evidence that emerges from the necropoles (particularly
that of Osteria dell’Osa, which was one of those of Gabii.)
If, before Rome, there indeed existed a proto-urban center
as large as the inhabited area of early Rome, what could Romulus have done of any originality in founding the city? We
shall see shortly. First, we must form a summary idea of the
area of Rome as subdivided into a variety of eminences. This
works for the villages but creates problems when considering
a unitary, centralized settlement, which in the best of cases
would be situated on a plateau, as in the case of Veii. Nevertheless, the ford of the Tiber at the foot of the Aventine was
so important that it was impossible to abandon that problematic group of eminences.
The mounts and hills of Rome define a space that, had
it been flat, would not now be distinguishable in its various
parts. In Rome, however, everyone still calls the mounts by
their original names, and the Viminal for us remains the same
eminence that the first Romans designated by that name.
Only between the Fagutal and the Oppius has there been
some confusion, one that, however, can be easily dispelled by
returning to the correct traditional theory according to which
the Fagutal lies close to the Velia at San Pietro in Vincoli, and
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the Oppius between the Caelius and the Cispius, culminating
where the Palazzo Brancaccio now stands.8
According to the order handed down to us by Verrius
Flaccus in the work of Sextus Pompeius Flaccus, the montes
consisted of the Palatium, Velia, Fagutal, Subura, Cermalus,
Oppius, Caelius, and Cispius. The colles were made up of
the Latiaris, Mucialis, Salutaris, Quirinalis, and Viminalis.
The Mons Saturnius—the future Capitolium/Arx9—was connected to the Latiaris by a saddle, while the eminence of the
Aventinus was separated from the Cermalus/Palatium or
Palatine by the Vallis Murcia, where the Circus Maximus
would later be built (fig. 9).

The Places of Rome
The legend of Rome barely touches upon the Quirites settlement as a whole and never mentions the Septimontium. Indeed, Rome had to have arisen from nothingness so that Romulus’s achievement could appear to have happened without
prior groundwork and constitute a miracle: the founding.
8
M. C. Capanna and A. Amoroso, “Velia, Fagutal, Oppius. Il periodo archaico e le case di
Servio Tullio e Tarquinio Prisco,” in Workshop di Archeologia Classica 3 (2006): 87–111. The
boundary between the colles Salutaris and Quirinalis is similarly controversial.
9
An arx was a Roman citadel. As an arx was built very early on the Capitoline hill, or
Capitolium, the latter was often referred to as the Arx.—Trans.
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This “founding,” in fact, involved not the realization of any
plans for a city but a series of ceremonial acts and sacred
prohibitions that instilled into the soil and the people a will
to power expressed from the start in forms that we might
term “modern”—that is, juridical, political, governmental,
constitutional—masked but not negated by sacred and holy
institutions. For this reason, the date of April 21, sometime
around 750 bc, is an important one, in that it is the day of
the initial ceremony that inaugurated cults, rites, and institutions in public places for functions henceforth centralized
and no longer limited to the home, neighborhood, or district. Thus arose a project that would come to be realized
over the second half of the eighth century bc. The acts of the
founding kings were therefore centered around several of
the city’s mythic sites, those most profoundly transformed by
the spatial and human organization of the city-state: on the
one hand, the Aventine and Palatine; on the other, the Forum
and the Capitolium/Citadel. The remaining, uninaugurated
habitat of the Quirites is implied in the legend by a number
of events that took place on other mounts and hills, and by
the thirty neighborhoods or curiae that Romulus instituted
and that—given their great number—could not be included
in the Palatine (fig. 10).
Contemporary historians have refuted the thesis of the
founding of the city around the mid-eighth century bc—
that is, the idea that it was created in a very short time—
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Fig. 10. Sites of the achievements of Romulus and Titus Tatius.
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preferring the notion of a “formation” which they believe
took place over a longer and more recent period of time.
And since they see the city as coming into existence only
around 600 bc, the entire era of the first kings—Romulus,
Numa Pompilius, Tullus Hostilius, and Ancus Marcius—is
considered to have laid the groundwork for the future city
and made to coincide with the Septimontium. If, however, we
posit the founding and realization of the city in the second
half of the 8th century bc, as the Romans believed and as
excavators in the heart of the city today also believe, then the
Septimontium must of necessity be dated back to the period
from 850 to 750 bc, as suggested by Varro, who considered
it as predating Romulus.
The Aventine and the Palatine had chiefs in primordial
times: first Cacus, enemy of Hercules, who killed him; then
the aboriginal kings Picus, Faunus, and Latinus, descendents
of Mars who frequented the Mons Murcus and are present
in the Lupercal in the famous Bolsena mirror (figs. 7 and 12);
and finally, Faustulus, the putative parent, with Acca Larentia, of Remus and Romulus, who appears as a local chieftain,
an earthly manifestation of Faunus, as his name would imply
(fig. 12). It was on the rural Aventine that observations of the
flights of birds, which revealed divine will, were to take place,
as well as the rites that prepared the foundation of the city
and made Romulus king. The Palatine was the site of bird
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observations related to the consecration or inauguration of
that hill, thanks to which the hilly terrain became an urbs
(city) called Roma Quadrata—at once the royal citadel and
the symbolic heart (pars pro toto) of the entire settlement,
established on the quadrangular Mons Palatinus. This was
Romulus’s first achievement (fig. 10).
The Forum and the Capitolium/Arx —a rural district super
partes at the southern edge of the settlement—were the sites
where the ceremonies would be held and where the public
places of the sacred and political center of the res publica,
or state, would be instituted. This was Romulus’s second
achievement, carried out this time together with the Sabine
Titus Tatius (fig. 10).
Although by killing Remus, Romulus had reduced the duality of twinhood to the unity of monarchy, the compromise
with the Sabines—who neither defeated the Romans nor were
defeated by them—led to a dual royalty and renewed the
prevalence of duality over singularity, a concept that would
find its grandest, most durable manifestation in the Republican consuls, who were like dual kings for a year.
From the northeast corner of the Palatine, site of the communal meals of the curiae, the Quirites would be (re)organized into thirty neighborhoods; just as the calendar (fig.
2), comprising ten months, would be (re)organized from the
Capitol and the urban territory divided into three parts, or
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tribus (fig. 59). People, time, and space would be governed
by a king assisted and limited by an ensemble of bodies: a
priestly order, a royal council, and a people’s assembly. But
only the king—characterized as potentissimus—would hold
sovereignty, as moderated by the lesser powers. This was the
constitutio Romuli, Romulus’s third achievement, perfected
with Titus Tatius. The first achievement of the inaugurated,
walled Palatine—better known because it is associated with
the founding date of April 21—has no meaning if disassociated from the other two. All were integral parts of a single
project of foundation.
While the proto-urban center, or Septimontium, and later
the developed area of Rome, were larger than the Etruscan
Veii, the original area of Rome appears to have been much
smaller—only one-fifth that of Veii (fig. 9). This points to an
inability to grow on the part of the proto-urban center and
helps explain the need for the bloody transition to city-state.
The new entity immediately set about expanding, thanks to
the citizen army, and quickly reached and surpassed Veii during the reign of the fourth king, Ancus Marcius (figs. 60–61).
We do not know the Quirites settlement in its entirety, especially the northern end, but we can reconstruct its boundaries
(for now) by elimination, based on the space left over from
the necropoles that surrounded it between the Esquiline and
the Quirinal. The Esquiline would later be extended by Servius Tullius (fig. 11). The dead were moved away from the
living much sooner in Rome than in Athens.
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Remus and Romulus and the
Kings of Alba Longa
In Latium and Rome, miraculous births were the province
not of single heroes but of twins, usually friendly to each
other, though they sometimes became enemies over time, as
in the case of Remus and Romulus. Other twins include the
Lares, who worked together and protected the boundaries of
the inhabited space ever since primordial times. Remus and
Romulus were sons of a known mother, Acca Larentia, and
an uncertain father, an unlikely, late-coming Mercury, behind
whom probably hid the divine forebear Mars, who had already sired the aboriginal kings (the Aborigines had come
down into Latium from the region of Reate, the modern Rieti). These kings were Picus the woodpecker and Faunus the
wolf, who with his brother Latinus was associated with a sow
that gave birth to thirty piglets—the thirty peoples of Latium.
Mentioned even by Hesiod in the Theogony at the end of the
eighth century bc, these brothers are considered founders of
the Latin people. Often associated with animals—like Australian totems—these deities were later obscured after the Trojan heroes Aeneas and Ascanius were introduced into Latin
mythology around the sixth century bc as founders of Roman civilization (as attested by the image of an “inspection
with libation” archaeologically discovered in the “tumulus of
Aeneas” at Lavinio).
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Succeeding the aboriginal kings of Latium are the Silvi,
who issued from Silvius, the founder of the line. They are
followed by a lacuna in the cultural memory of the Latins—
later filled with artificial names—but in the end, the authentic
names of the last sovereigns reemerge: Procas and his sons
and successors, that is, the perfidious Amulius and the good
Numitor. Numitor had a daughter, whom he himself “took”
as priestess of Vesta to tend the royal hearth at Alba Longa.
One day, this sacred hearth sprouted a phallus, also of the
god Mars, who proceeded to possess the princess. From this
union between the virgin priestess and the god of spring—the
name March derives from Mars—a pair of twins were born
(fig. 12). The firstborn was Remus, who is always named first
by the Romans, the second-born Romulus, always named
second and, moreover, called Atellus, that is, the diminutive
alter (“other”) with respect to a primus.
As concerns the name Romulus, we find help in linguistics,
according to which it is not a late coinage, in which case the
founder would have been called Romanus; nor does it mean
“the Roman,” as contemporary historians have believed.
Rather, it is the name of a person of Etruscan roots and can
be dated no later than the sixth century bc and more likely
to the seventh/eighth centuries bc. Moreover, it has the same
root as Rome.10 It is important to recall that in myths the
10
See, on this subject, the arguments of the linguist C. de Simone in Carandini, ed., Leggenda
di Roma.
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Fig. 12. Genealogy of the
Aborigines and Silvi.

world over, it is usually the second-born who enjoys good
fortune, as in the case of Jacob, who gains the Promised Land,
while the firstborn Esau is forced to expatriate. According to
one variant, Esau dies, like Remus, while attacking the citadel
of his brother.11
The theological reality of the sons of Rhea Silvia is represented on the back of a mirror from Bolsena from the fourth
century bc, the oldest known portrayal of the twins. Even
more ancient, from the mid-fifth century, is the Capitoline
she-wolf, which is exceptionally lifelike in its rendering of
the animal’s anatomy and swollen teats. Missing, however,
are the twins, who were added later on, during the Renais11

A. Carandini, Archeologia del mito (Turin: Einaudi, 2002).
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sance (one restorer of this wolf claimed that it was a medieval
bronze, but her conclusion is not convincing, since medieval
animals look like little monsters and have nothing realistic
about them).
But let us return to the Bolsena mirror (fig. 13): In the
Lupercal cave at the foot of Palatine where the twins were
raised and near to which Rome was to be founded, Remus
and Romulus appear between the legs of the nursing shewolf, a personification of Fauna (below is what is probably a
wolf and personification of Faunus). Remus is looking at the
she-wolf’s head, while Faunus, the god of disorder, stands to
the left of the scene; Romulus looks in the opposite direction,
toward a regal figure holding a lance on the right, probably
Latinus, founder of the Latin people, who points at Romulus,
indicating his foreordainment as founder of Rome, thus making his mortal conflict with Remus seem predestined from
the start. Behind and above them—so that it can be seen—is
the desiccated relic of the Ficus Ruminalis, where two birds
are perched, probably the woodpecker of Mars and the owl
(parra) of Vesta, which allude to the twins’ parents: the god
of war and the vestal virgin Rhea Silvia. Above the Lupercal, in the spot where the literary sources place the Tugurium
Faustuli et Accae, appear the father (in the guise of Mercury)
and mother of the Lares. The brothers Faunus and Latinus
stand for the pre-civic Lares of the Latins, just as Remus and
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Fig. 13. The Bolsena mirror representing the Lupercal, 350–325 bc.
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Romulus serve as the new civic Lares of the Romans. Not
present—strangely enough, given the date of the mirror—is
Aeneas. For this reason, the representation remains faithful
to the most ancient stratum of the saga of Rome’s origins
(dating prior to the start of the sixth century bc), and thus
bears witness to the most ancient, most authentic indigenous
mythical tradition, which apparently, in the Middle Republic,
survived alongside the tradition of Trojan heroes that the city
had preferred to that of the divine kings of the Aborigines,
considered too primitive in flavor.
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